A New Design for a New Decade

buyND+ June Newsletter
As an active buyND user, you are receiving this newsletter to keep you
up-to-date on the upcoming changes in the buyND tool.

buyND+ New User Interface - July 6th
On July 6th, buyND+ users will experience a new modernized user
interface that includes a streamlined design for site navigation and new
product icons to deliver a more efficient and consistent user experience.

New Product Search:
The new product search results show your products in a modern grid view vs. the
current list view. The new view has larger boxes with additional product information.

New Shopping Cart View:
You will also notice a more modern, streamlined look to your shopping cart view.

New Requisition View:
Along with a cleaner look, you will notice the requisition workflow information is on the
right-hand side in the new view vs. at the top in the current view. The sections are the
same in the requisition, only the layout has changed.

Commodity Code Requirments:
On July 6th, you will be required to enter a commodity code at the line level
on each requisition. Your help in correctly identifying the products you
purchase will allow us to better track spend for the University, allowing us to
negotiate better discounts with our most used suppliers. Please review
the quick reference guide that shows how to select multiple lines with one
click and assign one commodity code to all; or assign unique codes on each
line.

buyND+ Focus Group:
We have several users across campus who make up our buyND+ focus
group. These individuals have early access to the new user experience.
They will provide us valuable feedback so we can improve our training
documentation and training classes.

buyND+ Training Demo Sessions:
The training demo sessions started on June 1st. If you have not already
signed up for a class, we highly encourage your participation. You can sign
up for the class via Endeavor.
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